news from our chapters1
Central Arizona

The annual chapter banquet, which marked the last meeting
of the 1981-82 season, was held on 19 May at the Sands Motel
in Phoenix; 37 members and guests attended.
After dinner, Co-President Richard Rowe opened the
business meeting with a tribute to the old officers and an
introduction of the officers for next season.
The featured speaker was John Yellott of Arizona State
University. He gave an interesting presentation on the history
of solar energy and how it's measured. Yellott said that the
sun through the years has been used in many ways, including
the measuring of high temperatures. The sun also can power
steam engine irrigation pumps and help in communications
through its reflections off mirrors. He said that Corningware
in New York has developed a special glass that turns dark in
sunshine and light in the shade. The sun is also capable of producing electricity. There are silicone solar battery cells and
solar-powered homes: the collectors assembled on the roof are
good absorbers of solar radiation but poor emitters of long
wave radiation.
Charles Abbott of the Smithsonian Institute was responsible for developing the silver disk pyrheliometer which
measures the temperature rise when the silver disk is exposed
to the sun. The water flow pyreheliometer is a standard
measure of solar radiation. The Weather Bureau is credited
with developing a pyranometer. This instrument measures
the total and diffuse radiation, which then gives one the direct
radiation, Yellott said.
Direct radiation is most intense during the winter months,
as the increased moisture and C 0 absorb radiation. Measuring minutes of sunshine also helps in determining the amount
of solar radiation. The southwestern United States has the
most minutes of sunshine, while the eastern Great Lakes and
the Pacific Northwest coast have the least. It is also said that
solar activity cycles are directly related to the number of
sunspots.
After a question-and-answer period the meeting was adjourned.— Kim Brabandei, Secy.
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Central Oklahoma

The 1 June meeting was held in conjunction with the Symposium on Mesoscale Modeling and the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research's (UCAR) workshop on the
STORM project. The symposium was sponsored by the Cooperative Institute for Mesoscale Meteorological Studies
(CIMMS), an institute established at the University of
Oklahoma between the Department of Meteorology and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National
Severe Storms Laboratory.
Meeting reports received at headquarters before 20 June are
included. Copy from chapter representatives should be typed
double-spaced and submitted to the News Editor in
duplicate.— News Ed.
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The meeting consisted of a cocktail hour and dinner hosted
by the chapter, followed by a talk from William Hooke,
Research Meteorologist at the Environmental Research Labs
in Boulder, Colo., on "Meteorology at the Crossroads."
The talk emphasized our nation's weatherproofing needs; in
particular, our vulnerability to severe weather, water shortages, and declines in air quality were pointed out. The impact
these factors have on both the civilian and military sectors
was described. However, Hooke explained that technology is
now providing the meteorologist with new tools for weather
observation, telecommunications, and data assimilation that
could aid in the solution of national weather problems. Many
of these new technologies are still in the research prototype
phase and must be tested and transferred to the operational
weather services. The STORM program, a major mesoscale
field program planned by UCAR and briefly described by
Hooke, is partly being planned to aid in the evaluation of these
new technologies and their transfer to the operational weather
services.
At the conclusion of the talk, questions and comments were
entertained.—Kenneth W. Johnson, Secy-Tieas.

Chicago

The chapter concluded its 1981-82 activities on 20 May with
the annual banquet, held at the Plentywood Farm Restaurant
in Bensenville, 111. Officers for 1982-83 were installed: Robert
Kelly (University of Chicago), President; John Bradley (Murray and Trettel, Inc.), Vice-President; Brian Waranauskas
(University of Chicago), Secretary; and Robert Fennimore
(University of Chicago), Treasurer.
Just after dinner, Roscoe Braham of the University of
Chicago announced that the International Cloud Physics Conference would be held in the Americana Congress Hotel in
downtown Chicago during 14-17 November 1982. He noted
that over 130 papers had been accepted to the Conference and
would cover all facets of clouds in the atmosphere. Braham
then invited everyone to participate in the upcoming event,
either through volunteering or through attending one of the
scheduled sessions.
The evening's speaker, Stanley Changnon, Chief of the
Illinois State Water Survey, then began his discussion of ' 'Recent Fluctuations in the Climate of Illinois." Changnon said
that two important questions plaguing climatologists are:
where will the trends go? and will the variability change and
become greater? Problems arise because of the short data
record (geologically) and the variation of climate on scales
smaller than normally used for regional assessments. Looking
at the data for Illinois, Changnon showed slides which
depicted the variability in temperature, rainfall, and cloudiness, and particular sub-categories within each of these divisions. Even though there was some correlation between
changes in temperature, cloudiness, and rainfall, no particular
patterns could be established to point to the future climate;
Changnon concluded that climate is a perplexing and not
always predictable phenomenon.— Bill Phillips, Secy.
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Greater Milwaukee

"Impacts of Lake Michigan on Air Pollution Transport and
Diffusion" was the topic when Walter A. Lyons addressed 32
members and friends at the 7 April meeting held at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Lyons was returning to
an old home, having previously taught at the university.
Presently he divides his time between Mesomet, Inc., a certified consulting meteorological firm of which he is president,
and WCCO-TV in Minneapolis-St. Paul, where he works as
the weekend weather forecaster.
The question of the hour was ' 'What will the weather do in
terms of the transport and diffusion of pollutants?" with the
Great Lakes serving as a natural laboratory. One primary
research focus revolves around the potential for nuclear power
plant accidents and the development of emergency response
plans to such an event. Lyons pointed out that all the dispersion characteristics of current air quality models are based
over land and not over water. Furthermore, data collected
from a 60 m meteorological tower is expected to cover all
situations, something which is just not possible. Lyons then
identified different mesoscale regimes characterizing the
Great Lakes nearshore environment that would greatly affect
pollution transport and diffusion. Three of the regimes are
winter developments when the lake waters are warmer than
the land: steam fog formation, representing a convectively
unstable environment; cumulus cloud development, due to
cold air passing over warm water and picking up heat and
moisture; and lake snow squalls, a common development on
the lee shores of the Great Lakes. The other regimes occur in
the spring and summer when the lakes are cooler than the
land: cumulus cloud suppression over the lakes as the cold
waters act as a stabilizing influence on warmer air; fog banks,
which form because of lake-chilled air near the surface; and
the lake breeze phenomenon, a mesoscale circulation which
develops due to the differential heating of land and water
surfaces.
Lyons elaborated on the relationship between the lake
breeze and air pollution through a discussion of the problems
of continuous (dynamic) fumigation. As solar warming of the
surface occurs, the land heats rapidly, building turbulence and
increasing the depth of the mixed layer. This marks the
development of the thermal internal boundary layer (TIBL). A
plume released under the TIBL at low levels is severely
restricted in vertical mixing and loops down to the surface. A
high level plume emitted in the stable lake layer results in
continuous fumigation when it intersects the growing TIBL as
the lake breeze circulation cell develops. Another relationship
between the lake breeze and air pollution involves recirculation of pollutants. During the morning rush hour, automobile
emissions are carried out over the lake. Sunshine converts
much of this into ozone. In the afternoon, the lake breeze
returns the ozone to shore, resulting in inland fumigation.
Recirculation of pollutants occurs during the day when the
return flow layer carries materials lakeward at higher levels,
where they settle back down into the onshore flow for a second trip inland. Nocturnal development of a land breeze also
carries pollutants out over the lake, so that a lake breeze that
forms the following day can carry the pollution back inland.
Lyon's discussion was fully illustrated by slides of the different situations, conditions, and results.
The mesometeorological problem facing Lyons and other
researchers is one of modeling real-life conditions: real-time
site-specific nowcasting. The current emphasis is on remote
sensing, new technological developments such as GOES satellite imagery (visible and infrared), digital color radar, Doppler
acoustic sounders, and real-time weather data base manage-
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ment and display through computers. Lyons concluded his
presentation by citing the two main focuses of his current
mesometeorological research efforts: to understand the impact of coal-burning power plants and to assure that current
nuclear reactors can have a reasonable meteorological
response plan.
The sixth and final meeting of a highly succcessful 1981-82
term was held 6 May at the National Weather Service office at
Milwaukee's Mitchell Field. Dominic Scaffidi, assistant
meteorologist-in-charge, led a tour of the forecast and observation facilities. Particular attention was given to a demonstration of the capabilities of the AFOS (Automation of Field
Operations and Services) system. AFOS has three main functions: data collection and storage, data analysis and display,
and data dissemination (communications). Currently, 190
products are available; Scaffidi showed many of the products,
such as graphics packages. Following the AFOS demonstration, two short films were shown. The first covered flash
floods, while the second was actual footage of two rescue
operations of boaters whose crafts had overturned on rapidlyflowing flood-swollen rivers in Milwaukee during the spring
melt season.
At the last meeting, new officers were elected for the
1982-83 year. They are: President, Tom Williams, University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee; Vice-President, Gail Martell, E.F.
Hutton; Secretary, Jerry Straka, University of WisconsinMilwaukee; Treasurer, Mark Shilobrit, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.— Tom Williams, Secy.
Interior of Eastern New York

On 25 February the chapter held its fourth meeting of the
1981-82 year at the WRGB TV-6 studios in Schenectady. Len
Keshishian, a State University of New York at Albany
(SUNYA) atmospheric science graduate student, gave a brief
weather summary to start the evening program. Then President Steve Colucci announced that Jack Boston, a SUNYA
atmospheric graduate student, had won the chapter's Second
Annual Winter Weather Forecasting Contest, with a prize of
$10. Matt Loizeaux, a senior atmospheric science major at
SUNYA, presented the results of his independent study research project showing the relationship between precipitation
and elevation above sea level in the chapter's weather observation network. He found that precipitation and elevation in the
network were positively correlated, indicating that observers
at a relatively high elevation in the network received greater
precipitation totals on the average than observers at lower
elevations. Richard "Doc" Taylor, a meteorologist with the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
and coordinator of the chapter's weather observation network,
presented an analysis of snowfall data, collected by the
Western New York chapter's snow spotters' network and sent
to this chapter by Steve McLaughlin of that chapter, showing
widely varying snowfall totals in the Buffalo area during a
recent winter lake effect storm.
Tim Welch, chapter member and TV-6 weathercaster, conducted a tour of the studio's weather facilities. The 50
members and guests attending were able to see a live radar
display of a severe thunderstorm occurring over southern
Louisiana. This radar display system is connected to 65
weather service stations around the United States. A computer graphic system which can generate local, regional, and
nationwide weather maps was also demonstrated. These
facilities have significant potential for educating the public
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about the weather, and can present information in real time
from the chapter's weather observation network. Refreshments and conversation among members and guests concluded an enjoyable evening.—Steven T. Skubis, Secy.-Treas.
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North Texas

A reorganizational chapter meeting was held 15 April at the
Hayloft Restaurant in Ft. Worth, Tex. Approximately 25 people attended the meeting, which was chaired by Don Wernley,
chapter Vice-President. The minutes of the last meeting,
which was held in April 1980, were read by Stanley
Christmas, chapter Secretary-Treasurer; the treasury report
was also presented. Christmas presented a report on the 1982
Science Fairs. Chapter representatives judged science fairs at
Dallas, Waco, Abilene, and Kilgore, Tex. Due to the lack of an
active organization, the chapter deferred its usual $30.00
donation to the science fair at Dallas.
Wernley announced that the election of new officers and
committee chairpersons would be held at the May meeting.
Candidates were asked to volunteer. Meeting dates were
established as the third Thursday of each month, except during the summer, when no meetings would be held. The subjects of dues and a proposed budget were also discussed.
After dinner, Claude Whitely, Tarrant County RACES
leader, was introduced as the guest speaker. Whitley
presented a very informative talk on the RACES-SKYWARN
program in Tarrant County, including slides and a tape of the
radio net during the spotting and tracking of a tornado. He also
presented slides on the recent Paris, Tex., tornado and a lively
discussion resulted. The meeting was adjourned and the next
meeting set for 17 May.
The monthly chapter meeting convened at the Center Library
Building, Arlington, Tex., on 17 May. Thirteen people attended, three for the first time. The meeting was chaired by
Dan Smith, chapter President.
The minutes of the 15 April meeting were read to the group
and the Treasurer's report was presented by Stanley
Christmas, chapter Secretary-Treasurer. Due to the low turnout, it was decided to delay the election of officers and committee chairpersons until the June meeting. The nominating
committee presented the following slate to the group: President, Stanley C. Christmas, NWS; Vice-President, Allan
Moller, NWS; Secretary-Treasurer, Buddy Mclntyre, Dallas
EPA; Science Fair Committee Chairman, Mike Mogil, NWS;
Meeting Site Committee Chairman, George Grant, Arlington
Office of Emergency Management; Speaker Committee Chairman, Dan Smith, NWS. Additional nominees were requested.
Smith announced that the Center Library would be the permanent meeting site for the group and thanked Grant for
arranging for the facility. Christmas presented a proposed
budget for next year of $150 and recommended dues be set at
$5.00. The final amount will be voted on next meeting.
Christmas introduced the guest speaker for the evening,
Kermit Keeter, a meteorologist with the Ft. Worth Weather
Service Forecast Office. Keeter presented a lecture on
Climatic Models for Flash Flooding in North Texas. His
presentation included synoptic models of typical flash floods
and frequency distribution charts of both their time and location. He pointed out that most deaths occur due to people
playing in flooded areas or being swept away in vehicles while
trying to cross flooded streams. Keeter's lecture was very
timely, as North Texas was experiencing flooding during early
and mid-May.— Stanley C. Christmas, Secy.-Treas.
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Sacramento

The fifth meeting of the 1981-82 year was held on 2 February
at the KOVR Television studios in Sacramento, Calif.
Norm Jacobs, KOVR's meteorologist, spoke on television
weather forecasting and led a tour of the KOVR facilities. Col.
Jacobs' talk focused on the differences between forecasting for
the media and forecasting for the Armed Forces.
The sixth meeting of the season was held on 16 March at the
Sacramento Municipal Utilities District (SMUD) Auditorium
in Sacramento. There were 44 members and guests present.
J. Marvin Dodge (Western Weather) and Tom Loffman
(KCRA-TV Sacramento) explained their methods for long
range weather forecasting. Both Dodge and Loffman have gone
public with their forecasts during the last year, and as a result
have generated considerable local interest in this topic.
Following their presentations, there was an open discussion
of their techniques, long range techniques in general, and the
merits and hazards of going public with experimental forecasts.
The seventh meeting was held at the SMUD Training Building
on 6 April.
Don Colton of the National Weather Service River Forecast
Center spoke on the Center's ALERT (Automatic Local Evaluation Real Time) system, which is a network of event-activated telemetric sensors and computerized hydrologic models
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capable of generating hydrologic forecasts and warnings
automatically.
In lieu of the regular meeting in May, chapter members and
their families met at Folsom State Park on 15 May.
The main items of business included over-eating, consuming various types of beverage, and the playing of games.
The final meeting of the year was held on 1 June at the SMUD
Training Building.
The annual election of officers was held and the following
were elected: Chairman, Marvyn Drake (SMUD); Vice-Chairman, Jim Goodridge (Department of Water Resources); and
Secretary/Treasurer, Lyle Chinkin (California Air Resources
Board). Following the election, Jim Goodridge, California's
state climatologist, spoke on the state climatology program.
Topics discussed included the climatological products made
available to the public, California rainfall climatology, and
the problems and techniques of utilizing climatological
data .—Neil J.M. Wheeler, Secy.-Treas.

Texas A&M University (Student)

The 1981-82 school year was very active for the Texas A&M
Student Chapter of the American Meteorological Society
(TAMSCAMS). Seven chapter meetings were held. Speakers
and films covered such topics as job opportunities in
meteorology, natural disasters and their impact, and atmospheric optical phenomena.
The first meeting of the fall semester was held on 22
September 1981. New members were greeted, and the club
objectives were given. The evening's guest speaker was Vance
Moyer, former head of the Department of Meteorology at
Texas A&M University, now retired. Moyer gave a very informative and interesting talk on auroras and other optical
phenomena observed in the atmosphere. Assisting him with
slides of auroras photographed in Fairbanks, Alaska, was
Aylmer H. Thompson from the meteorology faculty at Texas
A&M.
On 20 October 1981, the club gathered to hear guest speaker
Julie Terrazas of the Personnel Department of the National
Weather Service Regional Office in Fort Worth, Tex., speaking
of future job opportunities in the National Weather Service.
Names of interested students were taken by Terrazas for
future correspondence.
The club held its third meeting on 17 November 1981. John
Freeman of the Institute for Storm Research at the University
of St. Thomas in Houston, Tex., was the evening's speaker.
Freeman spoke to approximately 30 persons on the processes
associated with occluded front development and propagation.
He elaborated on synoptic waves and the various forces of
these waves involved in producing the occlusion.
In addition to the chapter meetings, other activities during
the semester included a forecasting contest, a field trip to the
San Antonio National Weather Service Office to view its new
AFOS (Automation of Field Operations and Services) computer system, a session conducting tours through the meteo-

rology department for interested high school students, and an
all-you-can-eat TAMSCAMS pizza party.
TAMSCAMS resumed the school year with a meeting on 28
January after a well-deserved break for the Christmas
holidays. Nominations for outstanding teaching awards were
made by the chapter, and plans for the semester were announced. Two films were then presented on severe storms,
followed by refreshments to close the meeting.
On 25 February Charlie Brenton, the meteorologist in charge
of the weather station at Texas A&M University, gave a
speech on the new synoptic codes to assist students in the
forecasting contest which is held every semester. There were
many students at the meeting who had learned the old codes,
so the meeting was particularly interesting and informative
for all attending.
' 'A Lady Called Camille," on the destruction and aftermath of
Hurricane Camille, and "The Weather Watchers," on tracking storms by satellite, were the feature presentations at the
25 March meeting. The two films, courtesy of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), were enjoyed
by some 25 viewers.
The 29 April meeting was the last of the school year. Elections
for next year's officers were held, and an amendment to the
Constitution to separate the offices of Secretary and Treasurer
was proposed; it will be voted on during the first meeting next
semester. After the elections, Aylmer Thompson presented a
slide show on his meteorological expeditions in Alaska. Following the presentation, the club adjourned until September
1982.
The highlights of the spring semester were the two field
trips taken by TAMSCAMS. The first, in January, was to the
12th AMS Conference on Severe Local Storms in San Antonio,
Tex. Later in the semester, the club traveled down to the
Johnson Space Center in Houston to visit three applied
meteorology groups at NASA. Other activities in the spring included TAMSCAMS's 8th Annual Tornadic Picnic for meteorology students and faculty members (the weather was
delightful rather than tornadic), intramural co-rec softball, a
forecasting contest, and roller skating and pizza parties.—Jeff
Christoffel, Pres., and Becky Erwin, Secy.-Treas. /Pres.-Elect

Wright Memorial

The chapter held a 10 June meeting at the Bonanza Family
Restaurant in Dayton, Ohio. During the short business
meeting chapter officers for the next season were elected. Maj.
James Kester will be the new Chairman, Paul Huffman will be
the Vice-Chairman, and Lt. Joyce White will be the SecretaryTreasurer. Following the business meeting Joel Davis gave a
very interesting presentation on "Systems Analysis Using
Weather Data-bases." Davis is a systems analyst for Scientific
Applications, Inc., of Dayton, Ohio.—Dan H. Vial., Jr.,
Secy.-Treas.
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